Incidental findings discovered during imaging: implications for general practice

IMPACT OF INCIDENTAL FINDINGS IN PRIMARY CARE

While an attempt to establish the impact of IFs within secondary care and imaging research has been made, the voice from primary care seems to have been lost. The expectation is that primary care physicians should ‘handle’ IFs discovered during research, during a hospital admission, or as a result of an outpatient consultation. GPs, however, have not been consulted on what could be described as an imposition.

Certain communities have explored the impact of managing IFs in more depth: in the UK, imaging researchers have convened to produce a minimum set of guidelines; special interest radiology and surgical groups have developed follow-up protocols; and neurologists have described the challenges they face as a result of advances in neuroimaging. Nonetheless, there seems to be no consensus among radiologists when it comes to reporting or recommending IF follow-up, or among imaging researchers about how to handle IFs and this lack of unity and clarity is mirrored amongst other clinicians — GPs included.

MANAGEMENT OF INCIDENTAL FINDINGS VARIES THROUGHOUT THE UK

The UK research imaging community are arguably world leaders in attempting to tackle the ethical management of IFs. Nonetheless, despite some guidance from the UK Department of Health (DH) and the National Research Ethics Service (NRES), there is no clarity regarding what constitutes best practice. Of the 87.5% of UK imaging research teams studied who had a standardised contingency plan for disclosing IFs, there are widely differing extant protocols (and widely differing views on what imaging researchers think is ideal care) although most (62.5%) explained that the GP would at least be informed of any IF. The DH imply that the participant’s GP should be involved with the actual disclosure of IFs perhaps reflecting that 43% of imaging researchers ‘use’ the participant’s GP to break the news (although a smaller number [32%] feel that this is ideal practice with 25% of others advocating a more flexible ideal approach whereby it may be more appropriate for a radiologist, physician, treating physician, or a nurse to disclose the IF, depending on the situation). It is noteworthy that non-medical researchers, for example, psychologists and physicists, are significantly more likely to ‘use’ the GP for disclosure than medical researchers almost certainly due to a lack of expertise in the research group. The method of IF disclosure is variable with a face-to-face consultation occurring in 61% of cases and up to 28% saying that the GP routinely decided the method (including by phone or letter) despite most (70%) thinking that a face-to-face consultation is ideal care. While standards exist for the management of IFs, they are unfortunately ambiguous, have not been established by GPs, and they are certainly not applied consistently.

THE ROLE OF PRIMARY CARE

GPs need to unite and take more ownership... GPs need to stop generating IFs too.
regarding how IFs are managed while we await consensus from hospitals, where most IFs are generated, and imaging research teams. This could be initiated through a stakeholder symposium (similar to that performed among the UK imaging research community) with solutions ranging from, for example, educating GPs regarding optimal IF management pathways to clinical commissioning groups (CCGs) instigating hospital-based IF clinics. However, GPs need to stop generating IFs too. In primary care, patients present with a myriad of symptoms and signs. The reality for GPs is that most symptoms, investigated or not, will resolve with no long-term harm to the patient. In one US cohort study, 70% of patients presenting to the primary care physician had symptoms that self-resolved within 2 weeks, and 60% within 3 months, with no intervention taking place. Although making a careful risk assessment before pursuing investigation or intervention is part of a GP’s ‘day job’, incentives that ‘reward overactivity’ might confound this.9

Furthermore, there has been a drive towards increased access to investigations within primary care, as exemplified by policies allowing GPs to request MRIs for headaches and abdominal CTs to improve early diagnosis of pancreatic cancer. In addition, the desire for diagnoses or labels and an aspiration to please our patients and society are further drivers towards potential overdiagnosis: making a diagnosis that will never cause symptoms or death during a patient’s lifetime.9,10 Clearly an increase in IFs accompany the rise in overdiagnosis. The need for greater scrutiny is needed before requesting an investigation.

**IMPACT OF INCIDENTAL FINDINGS IN PRIMARY CARE AND FUTURE MANAGEMENT**

The IF epidemic will continue to grow and this will continue to impact on GPs’ workloads because patients, like research participants, expect to be told about an anomaly on their scan.7 Whether self-generated or discovered through research or by other clinicians, the responsibility of the GP can no longer be ignored. An analysis of the current financial impact and state of play within primary care is needed and mechanisms need to be put into place for managing IFs within primary care. Time and resources need to be directed towards those IFs that are most likely to be life-threatening. Ultimately, the ‘patient’ should be at the centre of this analysis and decision making. However, any recommendations or guidelines should incorporate the impact on GPs’ time, anxiety, and workload which are unknown.

It is timely to examine and measure the real impact of IFs within primary care and encourage the creation of consensual, ethical, and legal guidelines on how best to manage them. In doing so we need to understand, to plan, and to clarify how primary care will continue to handle incidental yet ‘anticipated’ findings on radiological imaging.
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